
INTRODUCTION

Large-scale EST sequencing showed that alter-
native splicing is one of the main mechanisms of
maintaining the protein diversity in eukaryotes [1–3].
According to current estimates, the fraction of alter-
natively spliced genes in human or mouse ranges be-
tween 40 and 60% [4–6]. The insufficient purity of
EST data (poor sequencing quality, mRNA isolation
errors, impurities of incompletely spliced mRNAs
from the cell nucleus, sequencing of single misspl-
iced mRNAs, and mRNA cloning artifacts) casts
doubt on the reliability of exon–intron structures ob-
served in EST. However, exons and introns observed
simultaneously in several ESTs obtained at different
laboratories can already be considered quite a reli-
able object. The purpose of the creation of the EDAS
database was to collect information on alignment of
all known protein, mRNA, and EST sequences and
combine the obtained exon–intron structures into
a unit.

CREATION  OF  THE  DATABASE

All the DNA, mRNA, EST, and protein se-
quences were taken from the NCBI databank [7]
(MapViewer, UniGene, Entrez). The EST and mRNA
sequences were aligned with genomic DNA using the
program ProEST [1]; the protein sequences, using the
program Pro-Frame [8].

All the observed exon–intron structures were
combined. Identical internal exons and introns were
grouped into a single object—internal DNA exon and
DNA intron. All the first exons that coincided in do-
nor site with any of the internal exons and were en-
tirely within it were ignored. Similarly, all the last
exons whose acceptor sites coincided with the accep-
tor site of any of the internal exons were ignored, too.
From the rest of exons, the longest were chosen to
generate the first and the last DNA exons.

For each DNA exon and DNA intron, the signif-
icance level was indicated. If a given exon (intron)
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was observed in a protein or an mRNA, its signifi-
cance level was considered maximal. For an exon
(intron) observed only in an EST, the significance
level was taken to be the number of different libraries
in which the given exon (intron) was observed.

On the basis of sets of DNA exons and introns
for each gene, a splicing graph was constructed.
Nodes of this graph were splicing sites, and its edges
were exons and DNA. A required significance level
could be specified, and edges with the significance
level below the given value could be removed from
this graph.

To obtain elementary alternatives, we found all
such pairs of nodes in the splicing graph that met two
conditions: there is more than one path between the
nodes and all these paths have no common nodes.
Such a pair of nodes forms an elementary alternative.
Depending on the number of paths and their lengths,
several types of elementary alternatives were distin-
guished: cassette exon, retained intron, alternative ac-
ceptor site, and alternative donor site (figure).

Based on information on tissues and organs, de-
velopmental stages, and tumor state in EST libraries,
the EDAS database enables one to isolate genes that
are primarily expressed in a given set of tissues and
also determine tissue-specific elementary alternatives.
To determine the tissue specificity of an elementary
alternative, the distribution of ESTs from tissues of
interest in each of the paths forming the alternative is
studied. An alternative is tissue-specific if, for a cer-
tain path, there is a statistically significant (according
to the F test [9]) difference of the distribution of the
ESTs studied from the distribution that is uniform
over the entire alternative.

WORK  WITH  THE  DATABASE

Chromosomal arrangement and information on
alternative splicing of the genes studied are available
at http://www.genebee.msu.ru/edas/data.cgi?Organ-
ism=Hs.

The distribution of the number of elementary al-
ternatives of each type versus significance level is
presented in the table.

Text search using the identifiers UniGene, Gen-
Bank, and LocusLink; short name search; and search
by word in gene name are available at http://www.
genebee.msu.ru/edas/search.html.

Tissue search for entire gene expression or for
elementary alternatives is available at http://www.
genebee.msu.ru/edas/tissues.html.
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Classification of simple elementary alternatives

Distribution of the number of elementary alternatives of each type versus significance level

Type of alternative Protein mRNA
Number of EST libraries

Total
5 4 3 2 1

Cassette exon 1782 2236 871 375 671 1700 7036 14671

Alternative acceptor 668 882 384 175 370 905 5136 8520

Alternative donor 281 510 188 105 196 520 3272 5072

Retained intron 29 13 18 6 8 20 0 94

Total for current significance level 2760 3641 1461 661 1245 3145 15444 28357

Total 2760 6401 7862 8523 9768 12913 28357
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USE  OF  THE  DATABASE

The database was used to study the function and
evolution of alternative splicing. In particular, the al-
gorithm IsoformCounter for generating alternative
isoforms from the obtained repertoire of elementary
alternatives has been developed [10]. This algorithm
allows one to consider, from a single standpoint, alter-
native splicing of genes with substantially different
levels of expression and eliminate missplicing results.
This enabled one to show that alternative splicing of
mRNAs of ribosomal proteins, which are expressed in
a large amount and generate a great number of seem-
ing elementary alternatives, is actually less frequent
than on the average over the genome. Another func-
tional category is which alternative splicing is rela-
tively avoided is signal transmission related to small
GTPases. On the other hand, a relative increase was
revealed in the frequency of alternative splicing of
genes in the functional category of DNA replication
and chromosomal cycle as well as among genes
whose products are involved in protein–protein inter-
actions.

Comparison of alternatively spliced genes of hu-
man and mouse showed that alternative exons and
splicing sites are much less conserved than constitu-
tive ones [11, 12]. Comparison of nucleotide substitu-
tions in alternative and constitutive regions demon-
strated that the nonsynonymous substitution rate in al-
ternative regions is relatively higher, which may sug-
gest the lack of stabilizing selection or the existence
of positive selection in these regions [13]. A similar
observation was made in analyzing single-nucleotide
polymorphisms in the human genome [14].

These observations together with similar works
of other researchers [15–20] allowed us to formulate
the concept of alternative splicing as a “playground of
evolution” [21]. Young alternative regions enable
testing of possible new protein functions without los-
ing the old ones. If an additional protein segment is
functionally useful, the fraction of the isoform involv-
ing this segment can be increased by small adjust-
ments in regulation of alternative splicing. Within the
framework of this model, observations of an increase
in the molecular evolution rate in alternative regions
are well fit.
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